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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The application relates to sensors. More partic-
ularly, the application relates to sensors for detecting dif-
ferential pressures of fluids and gasses.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Differential pressure sensors measure a differ-
ence in pressure between two isolated fluids or gasses.
When used in an environment which includes conductive
or corrosive gasses or fluids, the sensor must be isolated
from these harsh media in order to protect the sensor
itself, as well as the electronic or electrical components
attached to the sensor. Differential pressure sensors are
harder to isolate from harsh media than gage or absolute
pressure sensors due to the two pressure sources being
applied to opposing sides of the sensor. Therefore, both
sides of the sensor must be isolated in some way or the
electronic-pressure sensor device may be damaged.
[0003] A differential pressure sensor (or transducer)
converts a difference in pressure to an electrical signal
that can be measured to determine the differential pres-
sure value. A pressure-sensing device is typically man-
ufactured using micro-machined or Micro-Electro-Me-
chanical System (MEMS) type methods. This technology
is used to manufacture commercial semiconductors
along with etching and bonding techniques to fabricate
very small, inexpensive devices that convert differential
pressure to an electrical signal. The materials used in
these devices do not resist corrosion as well as other
well known corrosive resistant metals such as stainless
steel, titanium, copper and brass, which are typically
used in corrosive fluid and gas plumbing. For this reason,
an isolation method is required to act as a barrier for
corrosion but allow pressure to be communicated to the
pressure sensing device without substantially degrading
the signal.
[0004] The pressure-sensing die is formed from a sem-
iconductor material such as silicon. FIG. 1 is a sectional
view of a MEMS type pressure sensing die 100 of the
prior art. The die 100 is formed from a silicon wafer by
methods such as dicing to produce a silicon structure
101. The structure 101 is thinned to create a cavity 105
and a thinned portion defining a diaphragm 103. The
semiconductor structure 101 may be thinned by any suit-
able means, for example, the structure 101 may be
thinned using anisotropic etching as known in the art.
Resistive elements are formed on the surface of the di-
aphragm 103. The resistive elements exhibit resistance
that is proportional to the strain placed on the thinned
semiconductor material forming the diaphragm 103.
[0005] FIG. 2 is an illustration of a prior art MEMS pres-
sure sensor designed as a gage or absolute pressure
measurement device using pressure sensing die 100.
Pressure sensing device 100 is typically mounted to a

support structure 207 which is, in turn bonded to a base
plate 201, formed from a non-corroding material, for ex-
ample, stainless steel. The sensing die 100 and the sup-
port structure 207 may be bonded to base plate 201,
which may also be termed a header, by an adhesive 205.
The support structure 207 is used as it isolates the pres-
sure sensing device 100 from sources of strain that are
unrelated to pressure, such as thermal expansion which
varies between the pressure sensing device 100 and the
base plate 201. An opening 203 is defined in the base
plate 201 defining an aperture which is in fluid commu-
nication with the underside of the diaphragm of pressure
sensing device 100. The opening 203 allows ambient
pressure to come in contact with one side of the pressure
sensing device 100 providing a reference pressure. The
reference pressure may used in measuring the pressure
of a fluid under test which exerts pressure on the opposite
side of the pressure sensing die 100. The pressure sens-
ing die 100 is attached to the base plate 201 over the
opening 203 via support structure 207. Support structure
207 may be formed from glass or similar material which
has a coefficient of thermal expansion closer to that of
the silicon pressure sensing die 100 as compared to the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the stainless steel
making up the base plate 201. This matching of the co-
efficients of thermal expansion prevents exertion of forc-
es on the die 100 not related to pressure, but rather,
caused by the strain related to the dissimilar rates of ex-
pansion between the die 100 and the base plate 201.
The constraint 207 is attached to the base plate 201 by
an appropriate adhesive 205 as known in the art. For
example, bonding may be performed by a Silicone ad-
hesive, epoxy, solder, braze or other commonly known
techniques.
[0006] The pressure sensing device 200 includes up-
per housing 223. Upper housing 223 is configured to pro-
vide a sealed attachment to base plate 201. An enclosed
volume is defined between upper housing 223 and base
plate 201. Flexible corrugated diaphragm 221 serves to
divide the enclosed volume into a first volume 219 and
a second volume 227. Port 225 is defined through a wall
of upper housing 223 and in communication with first
volume 219. Port 225 may be coupled to a fluid source
which is to be tested for pressure. Pressure sensing die
100 further includes electrical components which create
and transmit an electrical signal indicative of a pressure
exerted on the die 100. In applications where the fluid
being tested is a harsh medium, such as fuel or oil, such
media may corrode the electrical components of the die
100. Therefore, care must be taken to isolate the die 100
from the fluid being tested. Isolation is accomplished by
flexible corrugated diaphragm 221. An oil fill port 215 is
provided through the base plate 201. The oil fill port al-
lows the volume 219 between the die 100 and the dia-
phragm 221 to be filled with a non-corrosive fluid such
as silicone oil. When the cavity defining volume 219 is
filled, the oil fill port 215 is sealed, for example, by welding
a ball 217 across the opening of the oil fill port 215. The
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oil in volume 219 is thus fully enclosed and in fluid com-
munication with the upper surface of die 100.
[0007] Port 225 may be threaded to allow the pressure
sensing device 200 to be attached to a line or other trans-
mission means in fluid communication with the fluid to
be tested or measured. The fluid being measured enters
the port 225 and fills the interior volume 227. When the
interior volume 227 is filled, the fluid being measured is
in contact with the upper side of the flexible diaphragm
221. Pressure exerted by the fluid being measured is
transmitted through the flexible diaphragm 221 to the en-
closed volume 219 of oil. The force applied to the oil by
the flexible diaphragm 221 is transmitted throughout the
oil and to the surfaces containing the oil, including the
upper surface of pressure sensing die 100.
[0008] When a force is exerted on pressure sensing
die 100, an electrical signal through piezo-resistive ele-
ments formed in the upper surface of the diaphragm of
pressure sensing die 100 varies responsive to variations
in the piezo-resistive elements. The electrical signal is
representative of the force applied to the surface of the
pressure sensing die 100. The electrical signal is con-
ducted via bond wires 209 to conductive pins 211 which
may be electrically connected to other system circuitry,
such as a control circuit, or converted to pressure data
which may be stored, by way of non-limiting example, in
an electronic memory.
[0009] The flexible diaphragm 221 and oil filled volume
219 isolate the die 100, bond wires 209 and conductive
pins 211 from the corrosive or harsh media being meas-
ured via port 225. Additionally, the volume 219 containing
the oil must be sealed such that leakage or contamination
of the oil within volume 219 does not occur. Conductive
pins 211 carrying the electrical signal from the pressure
sensing die 100 must pass through the base plate 201
to allow external connection of other system compo-
nents. Conductive pins 211 are enclosed in a glass or
ceramic material fired into a tube or hole 213 which forms
a hermetic seal with base plate 201. Hermetic seals are
expensive to produce and fragile, but are necessary to
ensure the integrity of the volume 219. A pressure sensor
which provides isolation of the sensing components and
associated circuitry from harsh media being measured
in a simple and inexpensive form factor is therefore de-
sired. A differential pressure sensor which uses a semi-
conductor die with a sensing aperture between two sup-
port structures which are provided with apertures is
known from US 2010/0122583 A1 and from US
2005/0252298 A. A pressure sensor having a capacity
sensor, a compressible sensor body and isolation dia-
phragms is known from WO 2006/127726 A1.

SUMMARY

[0010] According to the invention, a differential pres-
sure sensor is provided as defined in claim 1. Further,
the invention provides a method of making a differential
pressure sensor as defined in claim 7. In an embodiment,

a differential pressure sensing die for measuring the dif-
ferential pressure between two fluids includes a semi-
conductor die having an upper surface and a lower sur-
face. The die includes an integral diaphragm having at
least one piezo-resistive element. The at least one resis-
tive element exhibits a varying resistance responsive to
deflection and/or strain of the diaphragm. A first support
structure is disposed on the upper surface of the semi-
conductor die. The support structure is a solid body hav-
ing an aperture defined through the first support struc-
ture. The aperture is located in alignment with the dia-
phragm, thereby exposing the diaphragm through the
first support structure. A second support structure is dis-
posed on the lower surface of the semiconductor die.
The second support structure is also a solid body and
has an aperture defined through it that is adapted to ex-
pose the diaphragm through the second support struc-
ture.
[0011] In an embodiment, a differential pressure sens-
ing die includes a semiconductor die having an upper
surface and a lower surface, and having a first region at
a first thickness, and a diaphragm having a second thick-
ness less than the first thickness interior to the first region,
the diaphragm having at least one piezo-resistive ele-
ment, the at least one piezo-resistive element exhibiting
a varying resistance responsive to deflection of said di-
aphragm. The differential pressure sensing die further
includes a first support structure bonded to the upper
surface of the semiconductor die, the first support struc-
ture having an aperture defined therethrough, the aper-
ture aligned with the diaphragm. The differential pressure
sensing die further includes a second support structure
bonded to the lower surface of the semiconductor die,
the second support structure having an aperture defined
therethrough and aligned with the diaphragm.
[0012] In an embodiment, a differential pressure sen-
sor includes a differential pressure sensing die, having
a semiconductor die including an integral sensing dia-
phragm, a piezo-resistive element being defined on the
diaphragm, a first support structure bonded to a surface
of the semiconductor die, the first support structure hav-
ing a first aperture defined therethrough exposing said
sensing diaphragm through the first aperture, and a sec-
ond support structure bonded to an opposing surface of
the semiconductor die, the second support structure hav-
ing a second aperture defined therethrough exposing the
sensing diaphragm through the second aperture; an up-
per housing, defining an upper interior volume in fluid
communication with said first aperture and having an up-
per flexible diaphragm defining a wall of the upper interior
volume; a lower housing defining a lower interior volume
in fluid communication with said second aperture, and
having a lower flexible diaphragm defining a wall of the
lower interior volume; and an electrical circuit coupled to
the piezo-resistive element for determining a differential
pressure applied to the sensing diaphragm.
[0013] In an embodiment, a differential pressure sen-
sor is disclosed that includes a housing that defines an
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internal volume. Within the internal volume a differential
pressure die is installed. The differential pressure die in-
cludes a semiconductor pressure sensing die having a
diaphragm that has at least one piezo-resistive element
formed on a surface of the diaphragm. A first support
structure is bonded to one surface of the semiconductor
pressure sensing die. The first support structure is a solid
body having an aperture or passage therethrough, the
aperture aligned with one side of said diaphragm. The
first support structure is further bonded to the housing.
A second support structure is bonded to a second surface
of said semiconductor pressure sensing die, opposite the
first support structure. The second support structure is a
solid body having an aperture or passage therethrough.
The aperture is aligned with a second side of the dia-
phragm and said second support structure further bond-
ed to the housing. Two sealed volumes containing oil or
other fluid serve to transmit pressure from respective ex-
terior diaphragms to separate volumes of fluid and to
opposing sides of the diaphragm of the die. Contact pads
and other electrical components may be defined on the
die in an area outside of the two sealed volumes and
therefore isolated from the respective fluids. Piezo-resis-
tive elements in the die diaphragm are responsive to de-
flection and strain of the diaphragm and are in commu-
nication with an electrical circuit package to output a sig-
nal indicative of the difference in the pressure exerted on
the respective exterior diaphragms.
[0014] In an embodiment, a pressure sensor a differ-
ential pressure sensing die, having a first semiconductor
die having an integral sensing diaphragm, a first piezo-
resistive element being defined on the sensing dia-
phragm, a first support structure bonded to a surface of
the first semiconductor die, the first support structure hav-
ing a first aperture defined therethrough exposing said
sensing diaphragm through the first aperture, and a sec-
ond support structure bonded to an opposing surface of
the first semiconductor die, the second support structure
having a second aperture defined therethrough exposing
the sensing diaphragm through the second aperture. The
pressure sensor further includes an absolute pressure
sensing die, having a second semiconductor die includ-
ing an integral absolute pressure sensing diaphragm, a
second piezo-resistive element being defined on the ab-
solute pressure sensing diaphragm, a first absolute pres-
sure support structure bonded to a surface of the second
semiconductor die, the first absolute pressure support
structure forming a seal around the second piezo-resis-
tive element on the absolute pressure sensing diaphragm
and a second absolute pressure support structure bond-
ed to an opposing surface of the absolute pressure sens-
ing semiconductor die, the second absolute pressure
support structure having a third aperture defined there-
through exposing the absolute pressure sensing dia-
phragm through the third aperture. The pressure sensor
further includes an upper housing, defining an upper in-
terior volume in fluid communication with said first aper-
ture and having an upper flexible diaphragm defining a

wall of the upper interior volume; and a lower housing
defining a lower interior volume in fluid communication
with said second aperture and said third aperture, and
having a second flexible diaphragm defining a wall of the
lower interior volume. The pressure sensor further in-
cludes a first electrical circuit coupled to the piezo-resis-
tive element of the differential pressure sensing die for
determining a differential pressure applied to the dia-
phragm of the differential pressure sensing die; and a
second electrical circuit coupled to the piezo-resistive el-
ement of the absolute pressure sensing die for determin-
ing an absolute pressure applied to the diaphragm of the
absolute pressure sensing die.
[0015] In an embodiment, a package is disclosed for
receiving a differential pressure sensing die, the die com-
prising a semiconductor die having an integral diaphragm
adapted to measure a differential pressure applied to op-
posing sides of the diaphragm,. The package includes a
first housing member configured to receive the differen-
tial pressure sensing die; at least one second housing
member, the first housing member and the at least one
second housing member configured to mate with one
another to define a housing, the housing having defined
therein an interior volume for containing said differential
pressure sensing die; a first port defined through a wall
of said first housing member, said first port positioned to
be aligned with an aperture defined in a first side of said
differential pressure sensing die when said differential
pressure sensing die is contained in said first housing
member; and a second port defined through a wall of
said second housing member, said second port posi-
tioned to be aligned with a second aperture defined in a
second side of said differential pressure sensing die, op-
posite said first side, when said first housing member is
mated with said first housing member.
[0016] In an embodiment, a package is disclosed for
receiving a differential pressure sensing die, the die com-
prising a semiconductor die having an integral diaphragm
adapted to measure a differential pressure applied to op-
posing sides of the diaphragm, The package includes a
housing, defined by one or more housing members, the
housing having a wall defining an interior volume config-
ured to support and contain the differential pressure
sensing die; a first port defined through the wall of said
housing, said first port positioned to be aligned with an
aperture defined in a first side of said differential pressure
sensing die when said differential pressure sensing die
is contained in the housing; a second port defined through
the wall of said housing, said second port positioned to
be aligned with a second aperture defined in a second
side of said differential pressure sensing die when the
differential pressure sensing die is contained in the hous-
ing, opposite said first side, when said first housing mem-
ber is mated with said first housing member; and at least
one electrical connection pin extending outward from the
housing, and in electrical communication through the wall
for connection to a lead in electrical communication with
a piezo-resistive element formed in a surface of said di-
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aphragm.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

FIG. 1 is a sectional view of a pressure sensor die
of the prior art;

FIG. 2 is a sectional view of an isolated oil filled gage
pressure sensor of the prior art;

FIG. 3A is a sectional view of a differential pressure
die according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3B is a partial sectional view of an embodiment
of a differential pressure die according to the disclo-
sure, showing the interface between the semicon-
ductor and support structures in greater detail;

FIG. 4A is a sectional view of an isolated differential
pressure device according to an embodiment of the
disclosure;

FIG. 4B is a sectional view of the differential pressure
device of FIG. 4A rotated 90 degrees to show the oil
fill lines.

FIG. 5A is an isometric view of a housing and differ-
ential pressure sensor according to an embodiment
of a differential pressure device of the disclosure;

FIG. 5B is a ghost view of the housing and differential
pressure sensor of FIG. 5A;

FIG. 6A is an isometric view of a differential pressure
device according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure;

FIG. 6B and FIG. 6C show sectional views of em-
bodiments of the differential pressure device of FIG.
6A

FIG. 7 is a sectional view of a differential pressure
device having an O-ring mount according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8A is a partial section perspective view of a non-
isolated differential pressure sensor according to an
embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8B is an elevation view of a non-isolated differ-
ential pressure sensor and housing according to an
embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8C is a sectional view of the non-isolated dif-
ferential pressure sensor of FIG. 8B; and

FIG. 9 is a ghost view of an isolated oil-filled pressure
sensor which includes two dies, a first differential
pressure sensing die and an absolute pressure sens-
ing die according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Measuring the pressure of a fluid is useful for
determining and monitoring parameters such as operat-
ing pressures of fluids within a system. In some systems,
such as vehicles, it is desirable to monitor pressure of
corrosive or harsh fluids, such as fuel, oil or coolants.
Pressure sensing devices and their related circuitry must
be protected from such harsh media. Pressure sensors
include a die, generally formed from a piece of semicon-
ductor material. The die includes a relatively thin integral
portion that defines a diaphragm. The diaphragm is con-
figured to deflect in response to application of pressure.
Piezo-resistive elements are defined on or in the dia-
phragm. The piezo-resistive elements exhibit electrical
resistance which varies in response to strain on the ele-
ments. The deflection of the diaphragm in response to
pressure applies strain to the piezoresistive elements.
Thus, a circuit incorporating the piezo-resistive elements
may provide electrical signals that are responsive to the
force applied by a fluid against the diaphragm of the die.
Suitable calibration and processing components provide
output signals indicative of fluid pressure. The pressure
measurement indicated by the electrical signal may be
provided to other processing components for purposes
such as display, control signals, diagnostic purposes or
other purposes.
[0019] The piezo-resistive elements, the connections
between them, contact pads, lead lines and the like, are
formed from conductive material, such as metal or dif-
fused areas of dopant defined in the semiconductor sur-
face. The materials employed in these components are
sensitive to corrosion by harsh media. Additionally, con-
ductive fluids may affect the electrical signals in these
conductive traces and metal connections, such as wire
bonds. To perform pressure measurements while pro-
tecting the die, pressure sensors have been developed
which define an enclosed volume extending from a sur-
face of the diaphragm of the die. The enclosed volume
is filled with a medium, such as an oil, which will not attack
the metal components at the die. For example, in a sili-
con-based die, silicone oil may be used. The enclosed
volume is defined in part by an outer diaphragm which
is in contact with the fluid to be measured. The outer
diaphragm may be formed from a corrosion resistive met-
al such as stainless steel or titanium, which may contact
the harsh media without detriment. The pressure of the
fluid being measured exerts force on the outer dia-
phragm. The outer diaphragm deflects in response to the
pressure, and the deflection transmits force to the oil in
the enclosed volume. The oil transmits the force to the
diaphragm. In this way, the pressure exerted by the fluid
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being measured is conveyed to the die without the fluid
being measured coming in contact with the die or elec-
trical components on the die.
[0020] FIG. 3A shows a cross sectional view of a dif-
ferential pressure sensing die 300 according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure. The differential pressure
sensing die 300 is capable of measuring a pressure of
differential pressure between a first fluid and a second
fluid and producing an output signal that is representative
of the measured differential pressure between the first
fluid and the second fluid. A semiconductor die 310 is a
solid body having a first region with a first, substantially
uniform, thickness and a second region having a second,
also substantially uniform, thickness which is less that
the first thickness. The second region defines an integral
diaphragm 313 having a thickness substantially less that
the thickness of the surrounding areas of semiconductor
die 310. The diaphragm 313 is an integral part of semi-
conductor die 310. The semiconductor die 310 includes
a first generally planar upper surface 310u and a second
lower surface 310l opposing the first upper surface 310u.
Second lower surface 310l is generally planar except in
the second region defining integral diaphragm 313.
Chamber 311, closed at one end by diaphragm 313, open
at an opposite end and defined by a continuous side wall
interior to die 300, is shown.
[0021] A first support structure 301 (which may also be
referred to as a "constraint") is provided on and attached
to the upper surface 310u of semiconductor die 310. First
support structure 301 may be a solid body having planar,
parallel upper and lower surfaces. A recess 308 may be
defined in the lower surface of support structure 301. The
recess 308 is a rectangular or square shaped recess de-
fining a space in the lower surface of the upper support
structure 301 having an area which is greater than the
area defined by diaphragm 313. The lower surface of first
support structure 301 is in contact with and attached to
upper surface 310u of semiconductor die 310. An aper-
ture 307 is defined through first support structure 301,
terminating at the recess 308 defined in the lower surface
of first support structure 301. Aperture 307 provides a
continuous open passage between the upper surface of
first support structure 301 and the lower surface of first
support structure 301. The aperture 307 may have a cy-
lindrical cross section, as shown. Aperture 307 may be
aligned with diaphragm 313. Aperture 307 may be con-
figured to have a diameter that corresponds to a diameter
of diaphragm 313. The interior of aperture 307 is thus in
communication with an upper surface of diaphragm 313.
The bond between the first support structure 301 and the
upper surface of semiconductor die 310 is impervious to
fluid.
[0022] A second support structure 303 (which may also
be referred to as a "constraint") is attached to the lower
surface 310l of semiconductor die 310. The second sup-
port structure 303 is a solid body having planar parallel
upper and lower surfaces. Second support structure 303
has an aperture 309 defined through the support struc-

ture 303. Aperture 309 provides a continuous open pas-
sage between the upper surface of second support struc-
ture 303 and the lower surface of second support struc-
ture 303. Aperture 309 may be cylindrical as shown and
may be aligned with the open end of chamber 311. Thus,
the interior of aperture 309 is in communication with a
lower surface of diaphragm 313 via chamber 311. Aper-
ture 309 may be sized such that the inside dimension of
the aperture 309 is substantially equal to the diameter of
diaphragm 313. The second support structure 303 is
bonded to the lower surface 310l of the semiconductor
die 310 to provide a fluid-impervious seal around the
open end of chamber 311.
[0023] Contact pads 305 are defined on the upper sur-
face 310u of semiconductor die 310. Contact pads 305
are of metal, and are defined on a portion of the upper
surface 310u of die 310 exterior to upper support structure
301.
[0024] FIG. 3B shows a partial cross section of a dif-
ferential pressure die 350, similar to the differential pres-
sure sensing die 300 of FIG. 3A. In FIG. 3B, the region
defining the interface between the upper support 351,
the semiconductor die 360, and the lower support struc-
ture 353 is shown in greater detail. A structure 375 is
defined by suitably diffused dopants in an upper surface
of semiconductor diaphragm 363. The structure extends
beyond an edge of semiconductor diaphragm 363 to oth-
er portions of the upper surface of die 360. Structure 375
includes piezo-resistive element 365 and conductive re-
gion 373 that serves as a conductive line for carrying
electrical signals from the piezo-resistive elements to
contacts the facilitate connection to circuitry external to
the die. The piezo-resistive element 365 and conductive
region 373 may be formed by differentially diffusing one
or more dopants within the semiconductor material to
define a piezo-resistive elements and conductive circuit
elements, using techniques and materials well known in
the art. Conductive region 373 provides electrical com-
munication between piezo-resistive element 365 and
contact pad 355. Piezo-resistive element 365 may be
representative of a plurality of piezo-resistive elements,
and conductive region 373 may be representative of a
conductive path in the semiconductor material to com-
plete circuits including the piezo-resistive elements 365
and multiple contact pads 355. Oxide layer 362 may be
disposed over the upper surface of die 360, including the
upper surface of semiconductor diaphragm 363 and the
structure 375. Contact pads 355 may be disposed on
oxide layer 362. Metalized vias may be provided through
oxide layer 362 to provide electrical connection between
contact pads 355 and conductive line or region 373.
[0025] A bonding layer 367 is shown intermediate ox-
ide layer 362 and upper support structure 351. Bonding
layer367, byway of example, may be a polysilicon layer
disposed on the upper surface of the semiconductor die
360. The upper support structure 351 may be anodically
bonded to the bonding layer 367. The lower support struc-
ture 353 may be anodically bonded to a region of exposed
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silicon on the underside of the semiconductor die 360.
Bonding layer 367 may be of suitable materials as to be
impervious to a fluid.
[0026] Upper support structure 351 may be undercut
around its lower outer edge to define an outer recess
371. Outer recess 371 provides space for running elec-
trical connections, such as electrical traces used in the
electrical circuitry of the differential pressure sensing die
300.
[0027] A lower surface 369 of second support structure
353 may provide an outer bonding surface. An outer
bonding surface may be attached via an adhesive within
a package. The package may include circuits and con-
nections to obtain resistance values from piezo-resistive
elements and to process those values, and output proc-
essed data representative of detected differential pres-
sure values.
[0028] Semiconductor die 360 may be of single-crystal
silicon or other suitable semiconductor material. The first
and second support structures 351, 353 are of materials
having a coefficient of thermal expansion similar to the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the semiconductor
material making up the semiconductor die 360. The first
and second support structure 351, 353 further provide a
stable support structure for the semiconductor die 360
providing an area for attaching the die 350 to the housing
of a pressure sensorwithout having to attach the sensor
housing directly to the semiconductor material. For ex-
ample, the first and second support structures 351,353
may be formed from silicon, or other materials, such as
glass or PYREX, which are chemically inert and can be
bonded to the silicon of the semiconductor die 360.
[0029] Maintaining the coefficient of thermal expansion
of the support structure 351, 353 to be close to that of
the semiconductor die 360, reduces or eliminates forces
applied to the semiconductor die 360 not related to pres-
sure, such as different rates of thermal expansion be-
tween the die and the support structure.
[0030] Referring again to FIG. 3A, semiconductor die
310 may be manufactured by dicing a semiconductor wa-
fer into rectangular pieces. According to one embodi-
ment, each semiconductor die 310 is based on a semi-
conductor cube having an outside dimension of about 2
millimeters (mm). A region having a lesser thickness is
defined by removing a portion of the semiconductor cube
to define a region forming diaphragm 313. The portion
may be removed by etching or other processes known
in the art. For example, anisotropic etching may be used
to produce a substantially square diaphragm 313 having
an outside dimension of 1 mm according to an exemplary
embodiment. When forming support structures 301, 303,
apertures 307 and 309 are formed by etching processes
and may produce an aperture having a cross sectional
profile resembling a square having rounded corners. The
apertures 307, 309 are created to have an inside dimen-
sion that is equal to the perimeter dimensions of the di-
aphragm 313. The upper support structure 301 may in-
clude a recess in its lower surface which defines an open-

ing in the lower surface of the upper support structure
301 which ensures that no portion of the semiconductor
diaphragm 313 is covered by the upper support structure
301. This allows a fluid to pass through the aperture 307,
309 and come into fluid communication with the entire
surface of the diaphragm 363. Support structures may
be bonded to the semiconductor die 310 using any suit-
able adhesive. By way of example, the first support struc-
ture 301 may be anodically bonded to a polysilicon layer
367 on the upper surface of the semiconductor die 310;
the second support structure 303 may be anodically
bonded to the exposed semiconductor material on the
underside of semiconductor die 310. Depending on the
respective materials of the die and the support structures,
other bonding processes, such as anodic bonding, silicon
fusion bonding, glass frit bonding or other techniques
may be used to bond support structures to the semicon-
ductor die 310.
[0031] The operation of differential pressure sensing
die 300 will now be described. Differential pressure sens-
ing die 300 is incorporated into a structure, such as a
differential pressure sensor package, that provides a first
fluid port with a sealed bond to aperture 307 and a second
fluid port with a sealed bond to aperture 309. The first
fluid port receives a first fluid under pressure, and the
second fluid port receives a second fluid under pressure.
The upper portion of die 310 exterior to support structure
301 is isolated from both the first and second fluid. The
first and second fluids fill the apertures 307, 309 and
chamber 311 and apply pressure to respective upper and
lower sides of diaphragm 313. Diaphragm 313 flexes and
undergoes strain, which results in changes in resistance
of piezo-resistive elements 315. The differential pressure
may be determined by processing of signals indicative
of resistance of piezo-resistive elements 365, and thus
of the differential pressure applied on diaphragm 313 by
the respective first and second fluids. Processing devices
in electrical communication with contact pads 305 may
determine a differential pressure value based on data
from piezo-resistive elements 315. Oxide layer 362 pro-
vides protection of metal components on an upper sur-
face of diaphragm 313 from a first fluid. The second fluid
contacts silicon and glass in the aperture and the lower
side of the die.
[0032] In certain applications, the fluids being meas-
ured may be corrosive in nature. Corrosive fluids may
damage electrical components on the differential pres-
sure sensing die 300, or may even attack bonds. To pro-
tect the components, an isolating volume of fluid, such
as an oil, may be placed between the differential pressure
sensing die 300 and the fluid being measured. In this
embodiment, a first volume is defined having a first fluid
port in sealed communication with aperture 307. An up-
per flexible diaphragm forms a wall of the first volume.
The upper flexible diaphragm may be of a metal, such
as stainless steel, titanium or brass, that is impervious
to the fluid being measured. The first volume is filled with
a less harsh fluid, such as an oil. The pressure of the
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fluid being measured deflects the diaphragm, thereby
transferring the pressure to the oil in the first volume,
which reaches the diaphragm via aperture 307. A sec-
ond, lower flexible diaphragm similarly defines a wall of
a second volume filled with oil and filling aperture 309
and reaching the lower side of diaphragm 313. The lower
flexible diaphragm may be in contact with a second fluid
to be measured, and similarly transfer the pressure of
the second fluid via the oil in the second volume to the
lower side of the diaphragm. Thus, this arrangement of
die 300 with two sealed volumes of oil permits differential
pressure measurement of corrosive fluids. In this way,
the differential pressure sensing die 300 is isolated from
the fluids being measured in order to protect the sensitive
electrical components on the die.
[0033] Referring now to FIG. 4A, a cross sectional view
of an embodiment of an oil-filled differential pressure sen-
sor 400 including a package incorporating the differential
pressure sensing die 300 of FIG. 3A is shown. FIG. 4B
shows the oil-filled differential pressure sensor 400 of
FIG. 4A rotated 90 degrees to better illustrate the oil-fill
tube 417 and welded ball seal. A package for housing
the differential pressure sensing die 300 includes a first
upper housing 401 and a second lower housing 411. Both
housings 401, 411 include solid bodies 405, 415 with an
interior oil-filled volume. A lower wall of the solid body
405 of upper housing 401 is bonded to the differential
pressure sensing die 300 at the first support structure
301. The bond creates a fluid tight seal 420 between the
first support structure 301 and the upper housing 401.
The first support structure 301 has aperture (307, shown
in FIG. 3A) which forms an upper port that provides ac-
cess to the top surface of semiconductor diaphragm 313
of semiconductor pressure die 310. In the embodiment
of the differential pressure sensor 400 of FIG. 4A, upper
housing 401 includes a flexible diaphragm 403. Flexible
diaphragm 403 is opposite to the lower wall of the solid
body of upper housing 401 bonded to the differential pres-
sure sensing die 300. The flexible diaphragm 403 is,
when sensor 400 is deployed, in fluid contact with the
fluid to be measured, which may be a harsh medium.
Flexible diaphragm 403 may be of a metal which is re-
sistant to corrosion due to contact with the harsh medium.
By way of non-limiting example, the flexible diaphragm
403 may be of stainless steel or titanium, either of which
provides corrosion resistance to most harsh media.
[0034] The upper housing 401 includes a volume suit-
able to be filled with a fluid, such as oil, filled, and sealed.
In each of the embodiments disclosed in this application
having a volume to be filled with fluid and sealed, one
wall of the volume is a flexible diaphragm; other walls of
the volume are rigid, and the volume engages the sensor
die diaphragm. Pressure applied to an outer side of flex-
ible diaphragm stresses and/or deflects the sensor die
diaphragm. Other walls of the volume are rigid such as
by virtue of relative thickness, such as being of relatively
thick steel, or of glass or silicon of the support structures.
In embodiments, an upper or lower housing may be en-

tirely hollow, and thus suitable to be filled entirely with
oil. In other embodiments, the upper or lower housing
may be a solid body, such as a solid body of a stainless
steel alloy, titanium alloy, or other metal, with a hollow
central bore, opening at one end to the upper or lower
flexible diaphragm, and at an opposite end to a support
structure. In other embodiments, the volume suitable to
be filled with a fluid may have other shapes and forms.
[0035] Flexible diaphragm 403 serves as a wall of the
oil-filled volume. In this embodiment, a tube 404 may
extend from flexible diaphragm 403 to the corresponding
aperture in support structure 301. Flexible diaphragm
403 may in embodiments be supported on a lip or rim
around an upper wall of solid body 405, to define a cavity
that is part of the volume to be filled with fluid. The internal
volume 405 may be suitable to be entirely filled with oil
to receive a force applied by flexible diaphragm 403. Al-
ternatively, a smaller volume to be filled with oil within
the housing may be defined. Oil is introduced via tube
404 into volume 406 which is in fluid communication with
flexible diaphragm 403. A fill tube 407, best seen in Fig.
4B, extends from tube 404 to an outer wall of solid body
405. This tube 407 can join to any portion of the empty
cavity between the metal diaphragm 403 and the sensing
die 300 as it is only used to fill this cavity with fluid. When
the volume is filled, the fill tube may be plugged with a
ball 418, which may be welded to the solid body. In other
embodiments, a fill tube may be closed by crimping, weld-
ing the edges together, pressing a pin into the fill tube,
or otherwise. Tube 404 is generally a tube open at one
end and opening to a volume adjacent flexible diaphragm
403 and open at the other end and defining a port in
sealed contact with the aperture of first support structure
301 of the differential pressure sensing die 300. The oil
or other fluid employed to fill the volume is selected for
its compatibility with the semiconductor pressure die 310.
In one embodiment, silicone oil is used. In other embod-
iments, upper housing 401 may have circumferential
walls and be entirely filled with fluid. In such an embod-
iment, the side and bottom walls must be sufficiently thick
to be rigid, so that the pressure applied the exterior of
the diaphragm 403 is transferred to the diaphragm of the
semiconductor die, and does not serve to deform the
walls of the upper housing.
[0036] The lower housing 411 is bonded to the differ-
ential pressure sensing die 300 at the second support
structure 303. The second support structure 303 is bond-
ed to create a fluid tight seal 421 between the second
support structure 303 and the lower housing 411. Lower
housing 411 includes a solid body 415 which contacts
and is attached to upperhousing 401 by welding, brazing
oradhesives, while defining a volume intermediate the
upper and lower housings. The volume contains the die
300 and provides space for an electronic circuit 419 in
communication with the piezo-resistive elements of die
300. This intermediate volume is sealingly separated
from the fluid-fillable volumes in the upper and lower
housings. The support structure 303 is in contact with
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and bonded to an upper surface of solid body 415. The
solid body 415 has a passageway or tube 416 that is
aligned with the aperture of second support structure 303
to provide access to the bottom surface of diaphragm
313. The internal volume 415 may be entirely filled with
oil to receive a force applied by flexible diaphragm 403.
Alternative, a smaller volume 408 may be defined. Oil is
introduced via tube 416 into volume 408 which is in fluid
communication with flexible diaphragm 413.The aperture
of second support structure 303 is thus in sealed com-
munication with one end of a tube. The opposite end of
tube 416 is, in embodiments, closed by lower diaphragm
413, or in communication with a volume in contact with
diaphragm 413. An oil-fill tube 417 is in communication
with tube 416 or any volume of oil between the diaphragm
413 and the die 300 and with an exterior of the lower
housing. Oil-fill tube 417 may be closed, such as by ball
418 shown in Fig. 4B. Diaphragm 413 forms a lower wall
and seal of lower housing 411 opposite die 300. The flex-
ible diaphragm 413, similar to diaphragm 403, may be in
contact with harsh media, and of a metal which is resist-
ant to corrosion from contact with the harsh medium. The
oil placed in the oil-filled volume of the lower housing is
selected for its compatibility with the silicon pressure die
100. In an embodiment, silicone oil may be used.
[0037] The operation of the differential pressure sen-
sor 400 will now be described. The differential pressure
sensor 400 is installed in a package which receives two
fluids whose pressure is to be measured. A first fluid is
introduced to the upper flexible diaphragm 403 through
a first port in the package. Flexible diaphragm 403 is in
fluid communication with the first fluid and force from the
pressure of the first fluid is exerted on the upper surface
of flexible diaphragm 403. The force exerted on the upper
surface of the flexible diaphragm 403 causes the dia-
phragm to flex and exert pressure on oil in the upper
housing. The pressure exerted on the enclosed oil is
transmitted through the oil to the upper side of the dia-
phragm 313. A second port is provided in the package
containing differential pressure sensor 400 which re-
ceives a second fluid which is introduced in a manner
similar to the first fluid in fluid communication with flexible
diaphragm 413 which exerts a force on oil in the lower
housing, which is, in turn, in fluid communication with the
underside of the semiconductor diaphragm 313 of sem-
iconductor pressure die 310. The pressure of the first
fluid exerts a downward pressure (in the orientation
shown in FIG. 4) while the pressure of the second fluid
provides an opposing upward pressure on the underside
of the silicon diaphragm 313. The difference in the pres-
sures applied to the diaphragm causes deflection and/or
strain of diaphragm 313, which may be measured by de-
tecting changes in resistance in piezo-resistive elements
and associated circuitry of differential pressure sensing
die 300. The electrical signal is provided as output from
the differential pressure sensing die 300 through electri-
cally conductive contact pads 305 which are further elec-
trically connected to circuitry 419. Circuit 419 may contain

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or other
circuitry to provide calibration for the sensor and provide
a digital or analog electrical output commonly used by
sensors. Electrically conductive contact pads, as they
are exterior to upper support structure 301, are not con-
tacted by fluid used to transmit force to the diaphragm of
the die. Suitable contacts, such as wires, pins or connec-
tors are connected to circuitry 419 to provide output of
data signals, as well as input power connection contacts,
may be provided in the differential pressure sensor 400.
[0038] When using an oil-filled type pressure sensor,
care must be taken that temperature fluctuations in the
enclosed oil, do not cause increases or decreases in the
density of the oil. Such density changes could exert forc-
es on the pressure sensing die unrelated to the pressure
being measured. In the differential pressure sensor 400
of FIG. 4A, the comparative volumes of oil-filled volumes
in upper and lower housings are substantially equal.
Therefore, any temperature change-induced variation in
the density of one volume will be counteracted by an
equal variation in the opposite direction by the opposing
volume. As a result, calibration of the semiconductor
pressure die 310 to compensate for temperature chang-
es may be reduced or unnecessary.
[0039] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B illustrate a package 500
which may be configured to house the differential pres-
sure sensor 400 of FIG. 4. Package 500 includes a main
housing 505 which defines an interior volume for receiv-
ing the differential pressure sensor 400. The package
500 includes a first fluid port 501 and a second fluid port
503 which receive a first and second fluid, respectively.
Fluid ports 501, 503 may include a flanged or ridged end
for receiving a hose or tubing carrying the first and second
fluids to be measured according to the embodiment
shown in FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, fluid ports 501, 503 are
threaded to receive a fitting of the hose or tubing.
[0040] The package 500 includes an electrical circuit
region 519 which includes circuitry in electrical commu-
nication with the circuitry of differential pressure sensor
300. For compensated applications, other chips and cir-
cuitry are typically installed along side the pressure sen-
sor 400 in the housing. This circuitry is used to calibrate
the sensor and also provide analog or digital outputs that
are commonly used for sensors. The electrical circuit re-
gion 519 may be in electrical communication with con-
ductive terminals, such as automotive style connector
wires 513 to allow electrical connection of system circuit-
ry via a plug or wiring harness. Circuit region 519 is lo-
cated within housing 420. Circuit region 519 is isolated
from the fluids being tested within the main housing 505.
The upper and lower housings may be so configured to
provide that the circuit region is thus physically isolated
from the fluids being tested as well as oil or other fluids
used to transmit force to the semiconductor diaphragm.
[0041] FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B show a package for hous-
ing a differential pressure sensor 300. The package may
be formed from a plastic or other material that can with-
stand non-corrosive or mildly corrosive fluids. The pack-
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age may include a flanged portion 607 which includes a
hole 609 allowing attachment of the package 600 to a
surface by way of a fastener such as a screw or bolt. For
example, the package 500 may be adapted to be at-
tached to the frame of a truck or other vehicle. The hous-
ing 602 may be configured with a lid (not shown) allowing
access to the interior volume of package 600. The internal
volume may include additional fastening holes 509 for
attaching the package 600 to a surface, and such holes
may include a wall which extends from the main housing
602 for aligning the screw hole with the mounting hole
on the surface to which the package 600 is mounted.
[0042] Package 600 includes an electrical circuit re-
gion (not shown) which includes circuitry in electrical
communication with the circuitry of differential pressure
sensor 400. The electrical circuit region may be in elec-
trical communication with conductive terminals or pins
513 to allow electrical connection of system circuitry via
a plug or wiring harness. Package 600 may be mounted
on a vehicle, for example a truck, for sensing a differential
pressure of an engine component associated with the
vehicle. By way of example, the vehicle may have a re-
placeable oil filter, which screws onto the engine by way
of a threaded stud. Oil is pumped through the threaded
stud, through the filter elements in the replaceable filter,
and returns to the engine as filtered oil. When the filtering
elements are new, or relatively clean, restriction of the
flow of oil through the filter is minimal. As dirt and deposits
are filtered from the oil, they begin to clog the filtering
elements and restrict flow of oil through the filter. When
flow restriction is low, the difference in oil pressure at the
inlet versus the outlet of the replaceable oil filter is small.
As the flow becomes restricted, pressure will build at the
inlet of the oil filter due to the backup of oil in a finite
volume, while the oil pressure at the outlet of the oil filter
will drop due to the reduced oil flow, resulting in increas-
ing differential pressure between the inlet and the outlet
as the flow becomes more restricted.
[0043] The package 600 may be mounted on the ve-
hicle engine or other suitable place such as the chassis.
Hoses may be placed between the inlet of the oil filter to
the first fluid port 601 of package 600 and between the
outlet of the oil filter and the second fluid port 603 of
package 600. An electrical signal is provided at electrical
connection pins 613 which is representative of the differ-
ential oil pressure across the oil filter. The electrical signal
may be used by diagnostic or control circuitry to deter-
mine the condition of the replaceable oil filter. For exam-
ple, when the differential oil pressure across the oil filter
reaches or exceeds a predetermined level, control sys-
tems in the vehicle may be adapted to provide an alert
to the operator indicating the filter needs to be replaced.
Over time, electrical signals indicative of the differential
oil pressure across the oil filter may be used to determine
the operational state of the oil filter. Data derived from
the electrical signals may be stored, for example in a
computer memory, and used for future analysis. For ex-
ample, in the case of engine failure, a historical view of

the operational state of the oil filter over the life of the
engine may be analyzed to determine if the oil filter was
a contributing factor to the engine failure. A historical
record of the operational state of the oil filter may also
be used to determine if replacement of the engine oil
and/or oil filter has been performed according to the man-
ufacturer’s recommended service and maintenance
schedule.
[0044] FIG. 6C is a cross sectional view of a differential
pressure sensor package 600 incorporating the differen-
tial pressure sensor of FIG. 4. Sensor package 600 in-
cludes a housing 602 defining a first fluid port 60’ and a
second fluid port 603 for receiving a first and second fluid
having a pressure to be measured. In embodiments, the
housing 602 is defined as a first and a second housing
member, which housing members are configured to mate
with one another. The first and second housing members
may be joined at a seal 605. In embodiments, housing
602 may be unitary or may include more than two housing
members configured to mate with one another. When the
housing members of housing 602 mate with one another,
an interior volume is defined within the housing. The in-
terior volume is sized and configured to receive and sup-
port a differential pressure sensor. A differential pressure
sensor, such as the differential pressure sensing device
of FIG. 4A is inserted into the interior space of the housing
602. The two members are connected and sealed at seal
605 to enclose the differential pressure sensor in the
housing 602 in a fluid tight manner.
[0045] Interposed between the differential pressure die
300 and the fluid ports 601, 603, are upper and lower
housings, as described above in connection with Figures
4A and 4B.
[0046] A first fluid enters fluid port 601 and flexes flex-
ible diaphragm 403 which then transmits the force via oil
or other isolated fluid to the underside of the differential
pressure sensing die (as shown in the orientation of FIG.
4C). Similarly, a second fluid enters fluid port 603 and
flexes flexible diaphragm 413 which then transmits the
force via oil or other isolated fluid to the topside (as shown
in the orientation of FIG. 4C) of the differential pressure
sensing die 300. The first and second fluids each indi-
rectly apply pressure to the opposing sides of the semi-
conductor diaphragm. If the respective pressures of the
first and second fluids differ, the resulting differential
pressure between the two fluids stresses and/or deforms
the semiconductor diaphragm. The electrical resistance
of the piezo-resistive elements disposed on the surface
of the semiconductor diaphragm changes responsive to
such stress and/or deformation. The electrical resistance
is measured by supplying an electrical current through
the piezo-resistive element which is carried via bond
wires to an electrical circuit. The electrical signal is proc-
essed in the circuitry and made available to external cir-
cuits via electrical contact pins or wires 513, shown in
FIG. 5A or other connection method such as a connector.
[0047] The package may be configured having mount-
ing holes 609 for attaching the package to a vehicle frame
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or chassis. In such an embodiment, the first and second
fluid ports 601, 603 may be attached to a fluid hose or
line connected to a fluid used to operate the vehicle. For
example, engine oil may be introduced through fluid ports
601, 603 to measure the differential pressure between
two points in the vehicle’s oil circulation system.
[0048] FIG. 6C is a cross sectional view of a differential
pressure sensor package 600 incorporating the differen-
tial pressure sensor of FIG. 4. Sensor package 600 in-
cludes a housing 602 defining a first fluid port 60’ and a
second fluid port 603 for receiving a first and second fluid
having a pressure to be measured. The housing 602 is
defined as two members which are joined at a seal 605.
A differential pressure sensor, such as the differential
pressure sensing device of FIG. 4A is inserted into the
interior space of the housing 602. The two members are
connected and sealed at seal 605 to enclose the differ-
ential pressure sensor in the housing 602 in a fluid tight
manner.
[0049] A first fluid is placed in fluid communication with
the first fluid port 601; the first fluid fills the first fluid port
and enters a first pressure chamber 604 which is in fluid
communication with flexible diaphragm 403. The flexible
diaphragm 403 is in fluid contact with an oil-filled volume
on the side of the flexible diaphragm 403 opposite the
first fluid. A second fluid port 603 is configured similarly
to fluid port 601, allowing a second fluid to enter second
pressure chamber 606. Second pressure chamber 606
is in fluid communication with flexible diaphragm 413.
Flexible diaphragm 413 is in fluid communication with an
oil-filled volume which is in turn in communication with
the diaphragm of differential pressure sensing die 300.
The differential pressure between the first fluid in pres-
sure chamber 604 and the second fluid in second pres-
sure chamber 606 is embodied as a net force applied
against the silicon diaphragm of differential pressure
sensing die 300. The force is converted to one or more
resistance values of the piezo-resistive elements, which
in turn may be communicated to circuit 419 and proc-
essed. The output of circuit 419 includes data indicative
of detected differential pressure. Connectors to circuit
419 are accessible external to the differential pressure
sensor package 600. Pressure chambers 604, 606 may
be adapted to be perpendicular to their respective fluid
port 601, 603 to establish fluid communication between
the first and second fluid and the differential pressure
sensing die 300.
[0050] FIG. 7 is a cross sectional view of an isolated,
oil-filled pressure sensor 700 having an O-ring connec-
tion fitting. The pressure sensor 700 provides differential
pressure measurement while isolating the pressure
sensing die from direct exposure to the fluids being test-
ed. The pressure sensing die is isolated from the test
fluids by a first volume of oil in tube 713 which isolates
the first fluid being tested from the pressure sensing die,
and a second volume of oil in tube 723 which isolates
the second fluid being tested from the pressure sensing
die.

[0051] The pressure sensing die includes a semicon-
ductor pressure die 310 which includes an integral dia-
phragm (313 as shown in FIGs. 3A and 3B). The dia-
phragm has piezo-resistive elements defined in the sem-
iconductor which exhibit varying electrical resistance
based on the force applied by pressure on the diaphragm
in the semiconductor pressure die 310. The upper and
lower surfaces of the semiconductor pressure die are
supported by a first support structure 301 and a second
support structure 303. The support structures 301, 303
have apertures defined therethrough, the apertures be-
ing aligned with the diaphragm to allow oil in the tubes
713, 723, and oil-filled volumes 717, 727 to come into
fluid communication with the upper and lower surfaces
of the diaphragm, respectively.
[0052] The tubes and other volumes may be filled
through oil fill lines having ports 715, 725 through which
oil is introduced. The ports 715, 725 may be sealed by
welding a metal ball over the port opening, or the port
may have an elongated section which is crimped or folded
to seal the port, by way of example.
[0053] A flexible diaphragm 403, 413 defines a surface
that makes up a wall of oil-filled volumes. In embodi-
ments, the housings may be filled with oil, and provided
with rigid side walls and rigid base walls to which the
support structures 301, 303 are attached. Rigid walls may
be provided by steel plate, for example. The flexible di-
aphragm 403, 413 is made of a material that is resistant
to corrosion when exposed to the fluid being tested, which
may be a corrosive fluid, for example, an acid or fuel. By
way of example, the flexible diaphragm 403, 413 may be
constructed with stainless steel or titanium which pro-
vides corrosion resistance in the presence of most fluids.
The outer sides of the flexible diaphragms 403, 413 de-
fine a wall of a port 705, 707 which received the first and
second fluids whose pressures are being measured. The
ports have side walls 709, 711 which are formed from a
corrosion resistant material. An external thread 703 is
defined on an outer wall of port 705, 707 which allow the
attachment of a threaded fitting for connecting to a con-
duit carrying the fluid being measured. The side walls
709, 711 of the first and second ports 705, 707 further
define a channel to receive an O-ring 701. The O-ring
701 forms a fluid-tight seal between the port 705, 707
and the fitting that is threaded onto the port 705, 707.
[0054] A first fluid enters port 705 and exerts a force
due to pressure against the flexible diaphragm 403. The
flexible diaphragm 403 flexes and transmits the force ap-
plied against it to the oil within, such as in the oil-filled
volume 717. The pressure is transmitted throughout the
oil in the oil-filled volume 717, including in the region de-
fined by the aperture in first support structure 301 and
the upper surface of the diaphragm of semiconductor
pressure sensing die 310. A second fluid enters port 707
and exerts a force due to pressure against flexible dia-
phragm 413. The flexible diaphragm 413 flexes and
transmits the force applied against it to the oil within oil-
filled volume 727. The pressure is transmitted throughout
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the oil in oil-filled volume 727 including the region defined
by the aperture in second support structure 303 and the
lower surface of the diaphragm of semiconductor pres-
sure sensing die 310.
[0055] A printed circuit board (PCB) 419 is electrically
connected to the semiconductor pressure sensing die
310 by bond wires 721. The PCB circuitry 419 is further
electrically connected to electrical contact pin 714 which
provides an electrical signal representative of a meas-
ured differential pressure value to external systems out-
side the differential pressure sensor 700.
[0056] The contact points at which the port side walls
709, 711, the flexible diaphragms 403, 413 and the oil-
filled volumes 717, 727 may be connected by welds 719
to produce the differential pressure sensor 700.
[0057] While the embodiment of the package shown
in Figs. 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 6C and 7 are used to house an
oil-filled differential pressure sensor which isolates the
fluids being tested from the differential pressure sensor
die 300, this is shown by way of example only. Other
configurations and used may be contemplated by one of
skill in the art. For example, the housing 602 of the pack-
age may be formed from a plastic which is resistant to
corrosion from some non-corrosive or semi-corrosive flu-
ids. In this embodiment, the package may house a dif-
ferential pressure sensor that comprises only the differ-
ential pressure sensing die 300 without the oil-filled vol-
umes. In this embodiment, the fluid being tested is al-
lowed to enter the differential pressure die 300 through
apertures in the first and second support structures 307,
309, showing FIG. 3A, which are accessible directly
through fluid ports 501, 503. An exemplary embodiment
of this configuration is described in detail with respect to
FIG. 8 below.
[0058] Figure 8A is an isometric partial cross sectional
view of a package 800 for a differential pressure sensing
die, with a differential pressure sensing die 300 shown
mounted therein, according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure. Package 800 is configured to receive a differen-
tial pressure sensing die for measuring differential pres-
sure of a semi-corrosive or non-corrosive fluid. Package
800 includes a housing 802. In the illustrative embodi-
ment, the housing 802 has two members. In the illustrated
embodiment, a lower housing member 803 includes a
base and an upright circumferential wall around the base.
Upper housing member 801 acts a lid or seal when placed
on the lower member 803, and particularly on a top rim
of the circumferential wall of lower member 803. A gasket
or adhesive seal 805 is disposed between the upper
member 801 and the lower member 803. Seal 805 seals
the interior of the housing from outside contaminants.
Two ports 807, 809 are defined through opposing sides
of the housing. In the illustrated embodiment, the ports
are defined through upper member 801 and the base of
lower member 803, respectively, but may be defined
through other portions of the housing. Port 809 is posi-
tioned so that its inner opening is suitable for alignment
with, and a fluid-impervious seal with, an aperture of a

differential pressure sensing die, such as aperture 309
of differential pressure sensing die 300. Similarly, port
807 is positioned so that its inner opening is suitable for
alignment with, and a fluid-impervious seal with, an other
aperture of a differential pressure sensing die, such as
aperture 307 of differential pressure sensing die 300.
Thus, fluid communication is established via ports 807,
809 to opposing sides of a diaphragm of differential pres-
sure sensing die 300. Because the differential pressure
sensor package 800 is designed to measure the differ-
ential pressure of a non-corrosive or semi-corrosive fluid,
the semiconductor pressure die 310 and support struc-
tures 301,303 are not isolated from the fluids being test-
ed. However, as a result of the seals between ports 807,
809 and apertures 307, 309, respectively, the interior vol-
ume of housing 802 is isolated from the fluids being test-
ed. Housing 802 further isolates the interior volume from
the external environment.
[0059] Package 800 further includes electrical connec-
tion pins 813 extending from an outerwall of housing 802.
Electrically connection pins 813 are in electrical commu-
nication through the wall of housing 802 to contacts in-
terior to housing 802. In embodiments, the contacts may
be in electrical communication with an ASIC and possibly
a PCB having circuitry 419. PCB circuitry 419 and ASIC
of package 800 may be configured to communicate with
piezoelectric elements of a semiconductor pressure die
and to output differential pressure data. Semiconductor
pressure die 310 includes electrical contact points where
the semiconductor pressure die 310 is connected to
bonding wires 811. The bonding wires 819 electrically
connect the semiconductor pressure die 310 to PCB cir-
cuitry 419. The PCB circuitry 419 may include a micro-
processor and memory in communication with the micro-
processor for determining a differential pressure value
based on electrical signals received from the semicon-
ductor pressure die 310. Electrical connection pins 813
extend through the wall of housing and are electrically
connected to the PCB circuitry 419. The carry electrical
signals relating to the measured differential pressure be-
tween the first and second fluids to external systems. As
shown in FIG. 8A, the electrical connection pins 813 may
be arranged as a single in-line package (SIP) having a
single row of contact pins. This configuration is provided
solely by way of example and other configurations could
be used. For example, a dual in-line package (DIP) could
be used or the differential pressure sensor package 800
could be configured as a surface mounted housing hav-
ing a port for receiving an adapter connected to a wiring
housing. The external systems may relate to controls or
indicator systems which may use the differential pressure
measurement value to determine an abnormal condition
and send a warning signal, or the external system may
be, by way of example, a valve control which operates a
valve based on a differential pressure measured between
a point upstream and a point downstream from the valve.
In an exemplary application using an embodiment of the
differential pressure sensor package 800, a first fluid is
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oil in a vehicle engine prior to the oil entering the vehicle’s
oil filter. The second fluid is the vehicle engine oil after
the oil has passed through the oil filter. The differential
pressure of the engine oil prior to entering the filter, and
subsequent to leaving the filter, may provide an indication
of the condition of the oil filter. If it is determined that the
flow in the oil filter has become restricted, a warning may
be provided to the vehicle operator indicating that main-
tenance is required, or that the oil filter should be re-
placed.
[0060] A first fluid is introduced through port 807 via a
suitable fitting (not shown). The first fluid enters port 807
which is aligned with the aperture 307 which passes
through the cross sectional length of first support struc-
ture or constraint 301. The first fluid flows through the
first support structure 301 and comes into fluid contact
with the upper surface of the diaphragm of semiconductor
pressure die 310.
[0061] A second fluid is introduced to port 809 via a
suitable fitting (not shown), the second fluid passes
through port 809 which is aligned with an aperture 309
which passes through the cross sectional length of sec-
ond support or constraint 303. The fluid passes through
the second support structure 303 and comes into contact
through fluid communication with the lower side of the
diaphragm defined in semiconductor pressure die 310.
As the first and second fluids apply their respective pres-
sures against opposing surfaces of the diaphragm, piezo-
resistive elements on the surface of the semiconductor
diaphragm produce an electrical resistance which corre-
lates to the amount of differential pressure being applied
to the piezo-resistive elements. An electrical current flow-
ing through the piezo-resistive elements is proportional
to the resistance generated by the pressure differential
and produces a current measurement value that may be
used to derive the differential pressure value between
the pressures of the first fluid and the second fluid.
[0062] FIG. 8A shows a differential pressure sensor in
which the first port 807 is disposed in the upper member
801 of the housing, while the second port 809 is disposed
in the underside of the lower member 803 of the housing.
This configuration is provided merely by way of example.
Other configurations may be used. For example, the first
port 807 may be defined in a side wall of lower member
803 of the housing. The second port 809 may be defined
in a side wall of the lower member 803, opposite the first
port 807, or alternatively, the second port 809 may be
defined in a side wall adjacent to the side wall containing
first port 807.
[0063] According to an embodiment of differential
pressure sensor package 800, housing members 801,
803 are fabricated from plastic. The plastic may be mold-
ed to form apertures defining ports 807, 809. The plastic
is selected to provide corrosion resistance from the fluid
being tested via ports 807, 809. In this manner, the fluid
being tested may be introduced directly to ports 807, 809.
The fluid enters the port 807, 809 and fills the volume
defined by the openings in the first support structure 301

and the second support structure 303. The fluid is thus
in fluid communication with the upper and lower side of
the diaphragm 313 defined in the semiconductor pres-
sure sensing die 310. The differential pressure sensing
die 300 (shown in FIG. 3A) may be installed in the pack-
age defined by housing members 801, 803, such that
ports 807, 809 are aligned with apertures 307, 309 in the
differential pressure sensing die 300. The plastic pack-
age may be attached to the differential pressure sensing
die by an appropriate adhesive which provides a fluid-
tight seal 821 between the housing members 801, 803
and the support structures 301, 303 of the die. Alterna-
tively, the plastic package may be molded having an in-
terior volume defined, such as through internal walls or
ribs, which has a profile that corresponds to the profile
of the differential pressure sensing die 300. For example,
the interior volume may be defined in the lower housing
member 803 of the package. The die is placed into the
interior volume with the apertures 307, 309 in the die
aligned with the ports 807, 809 in the package. The upper
housing member 801 is mated to the lower housing mem-
ber 803 to define a fluid-tight package.
[0064] FIG. 8B and FIG. 8C show an elevation and
sectional view, respectively, of an embodiment of a non
oil-filled differential pressure sensor embodiment within
a molded package 800. A first fluid port 810 and a second
fluid port 812 enter the package and are in fluid contact
with opposing ends of differential pressure sensing die
300. The housing has an upper member 801 and a lower
member 803 which may be sealed by a gasket or adhe-
sive seal 805. Fluid ports 810, 812 are barbed to allow a
hose to fit over the fluid port and be held in place and
sealed by barb 806, 808 or by the addition of a ring clamp
to secure the hose or tubing to fluid port 810, 812. Elec-
trical signals, including signals representative of a differ-
ential pressure of fluids between the first fluid port 810
and the second fluid port 812 may be transmitted or car-
ried via electrical contact 813.
[0065] FIG. 9 is a cross sectional elevation view of an
isolated oil-filled pressure sensor that is configured with
a differential pressure sensor and an absolute pressure
sensor. The sensor housing is similar to the oil-filled em-
bodiment of a differential pressure sensor as shown in
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B. In the pressure sensor 900 of FIG.
9, however, an additional absolute pressure sensing die
350 is added. Absolute pressure sensing die 350 is con-
figured with a semiconductor pressure sensing die, sim-
ilar to differential pressure sensing die 300. However, the
upper constraint 901 of the absolute pressure sensing
die 350 does not have an aperture which allows fluid to
enter the upper constraint 901 and come in fluid contact
with the semiconductor die. Instead, upper constraint 901
is a sealed glass constraint which may have an internal
volume maintained as a vacuum. In this way, fluid which
comes in fluid contact with the flexible metal diaphragm
913 of sensor 900 will have its pressure transmitted
through the oil-filled volume to the lower side of absolute
pressure sensing die 350. Thus, the sensed pressure is
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a factor of only the pressure exerted from the lower dia-
phragm 913 compared to reference pressure, such as a
vacuum. The pressure sensor 900 in FIG. 9 can thus be
used as either a differential pressure sensor or an abso-
lute pressure sensor, or both. The differential pressure
signal could be distinguished from the absolute pressure
signal by identifying the pressure sensing die 300, 350
from which the signal was generated.

Claims

1. A differential pressure sensor (400) comprising:

a differential pressure sensing die (300), having
a semiconductor die (310) including an integral
sensing diaphragm (313), a piezo-resistive ele-
ment (365) being defined on the sensing dia-
phragm (313), a first support structure (301)
bonded to a surface of the semiconductor die
(310), the first support structure (301) having a
first aperture (307) defined therethrough expos-
ing said sensing diaphragm (313) through the
first aperture (307), and a second support struc-
ture (303) bonded to an opposing surface of the
semiconductor die (310), the second support
structure (303) having a second aperture (309)
defined therethrough exposing the sensing dia-
phragm (313) through the second aperture
(309);
an upper housing (401), defining an upper inte-
rior volume (405, 406) in fluid communication
with said first aperture (307) and having an up-
per flexible diaphragm (403) defining a wall of
the upper interior volume (405, 406);
a lower housing (411) defining a lower interior
volume (408, 415) in fluid communication with
said second aperture (309), and having a lower
flexible diaphragm (413) defining a wall of the
lower interior volume (408, 415); and
an electrical circuit (419) coupled to the piezo-
resistive element (365) for determining a differ-
ential pressure applied to the sensing dia-
phragm (313), said electrical circuit (419) being
on said semiconductor die (310) exteriorto said
first support structure (301) and said second
support structure (303) and to said upper interior
volume (405, 406) and said lower interior volume
(408, 415),
characterized in that the first aperture (307)
and the second aperture (309) have diameters
that correspond to a diameter of the sensing di-
aphragm (313).

2. The differential pressure sensor (400) of claim 1,
wherein the upper and lower
interior volumes (405, 415) are filled with a fluid,
whereby pressure applied to the upper and lower

diaphragms (403, 413) is transmitted by the fluid to
the sensing diaphragm (313).

3. The differential pressure sensor (400) of claim 2,
wherein the fluid comprises an oil (717, 727).

4. The differential pressure sensor (400) of claim 1,
wherein the upper and lower flexible diaphragms
(403, 413) are of stainless steel.

5. The differential pressure sensor (400) of claim 1,
wherein a bond between the first support structure
(301) and the semiconductor die (310) is impervious
to a fluid within the first aperture (307) of the first
support structure (301) and a bond between the sec-
ond support structure (303) and the semiconductor
die (310) is impervious to a fluid within the second
aperture (309) of the second support structure (303).

6. The differential pressure sensor (400) of claim 5,
wherein bonds between the first support structure
(301) and the upper housing (401) and between the
second support structure (303) and the lower hous-
ing (411) are impervious to a fluid within the first ap-
erture (307) in the first support structure (301) and
a fluid within the second aperture (309) in the second
support structure (303).

7. A method of making a differential pressure sensor
(400) comprising the steps of: providing a differential
pressure die (300) from a semiconductor die (310)
having
an integral sensing diaphragm (313) including a pi-
ezo-resistive element (365) disposed on the sensing
diaphragm (313), a first support structure (301)
bonded to an upper surface of the differential pres-
sure die (300), the first support structure (301) having
an aperture (307) defined therethrough, the aperture
(307) of the first support structure (301) aligned with
an upper surface of the sensing diaphragm (313)
and a second support structure (301) bonded to a
lower surface of the differential pressure die (300),
the second support structure (303) having an aper-
ture (309) defined therethrough, the aperture (309)
of the second support structure (303) aligned with a
lower surface of the sensing diaphragm (313);
providing an upper housing (401) at the upper sur-
face of the differential pressure die (300), the upper
housing (401) defining an upper interior volume
(405) in fluid communication with the aperture (307)
of the first support structure (301), wherein an upper
wall of the upper housing (401) is defined by a flexible
diaphragm (403); and
providing a lower housing (411) at the lower surface
of the differential pressure die (300), the lower hous-
ing defining a lower interior volume (408) in fluid com-
munication with the aperture (309) of the second
support structure (303), wherein a lower wall of the
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lower housing is defined by a flexible diaphragm
(413);
characterized in that the first aperture (307) and
the second aperture (309) are provided with diame-
ters that correspond to a diameter of the sensing
diaphragm (313).

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps
of:
filling the upper and lower interior volumes (405, 415)
with a fluid, whereby a pressure applied to upper and
lower flexible diaphragms (403, 413) is applied
through the fluid to the sensing diaphragm (313).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said fluid comprises
an oil.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein said first and second
flexible diaphragms (403, 413) are of stainless steel.

11. The method of claim 7, wherein the bond between
the first support structure (301) and
the semiconductor die (310) is impervious to a fluid
introduced to the aperture (307) of the first support
structure (301); and
wherein the bond between the second support struc-
ture (303) and the semiconductor die (310) is imper-
vious to a fluid introduced to the aperture (309) of
the second support structure (303).

Patentansprüche

1. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400), der umfasst:

einen Chip (300) zum Erfassen eines Differenz-
drucks, der einen Halbleiterchip (310), der eine
integrale Erfassungs-Membran (313) enthält,
ein piezoresistives Element (365), das auf der
Erfassungs-Membran (313) ausgebildet ist, ei-
ne erste Trage-Struktur (301), die an eine Ober-
fläche des Halbleiterchips (310) gebondet ist,
wobei die erste Trage-Struktur (301) eine erste
Öffnung (307) aufweist, die durch sie hindurch
ausgebildet ist und die Erfassungs-Membran
(313) über die erste Öffnung (307) hindurch frei-
legt, sowie eine zweite Trage-Struktur (303) auf-
weist, die an eine gegenüberliegende Oberflä-
che des Halbleiterchips (310) gebondet ist, wo-
bei die zweite Trage-Struktur (303) eine zweite
Öffnung (309) aufweist, die durch sie hindurch
ausgebildet ist und die Erfassungs-Membran
(313) über die zweite Öffnung (309) hindurch
freilegt;
ein oberes Gehäuse (401), das einen oberen
Innenraum (405, 406) bildet, der in Fluidverbin-
dung mit der ersten Öffnung (307) steht, und
eine obere flexible Membran (403) aufweist, die

eine Wand des oberen Innenraums (405, 406)
bildet;
ein unteres Gehäuse (411), das einen unteren
Innenraum (408, 415) bildet, der in Fluidverbin-
dung mit der zweiten Öffnung (309) steht, und
eine untere flexible Membran (413) aufweist, die
eine Wand des unteren Innenraums (408, 415)
bildet;
eine elektrische Schaltung (419), die mit dem
piezoresistiven Element (365) gekoppelt ist,
zum Bestimmen eines auf die Erfassungs-Mem-
bran (313) ausgeübten Differenzdrucks, wobei
sich die elektrische Schaltung (419) auf dem
Halbleiterchip (310) außerhalb der ersten Tra-
ge-Struktur (301) und der zweiten Trage-Struk-
tur (303) sowie des oberen Innenraums (405,
406) und des unteren Innenraums (408, 415)
befindet,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Öff-
nung (307) und die zweite Öffnung (309) Durch-
messer haben, die einem Durchmesser der Er-
fassungs-Membran (313) entsprechen.

2. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei der obere und der untere Innenraum (405, 415)
mit einem Fluid gefüllt sind und der auf die obere
und die untere Membran (403, 413) ausgeübte
Druck über das Fluid auf die Erfassungs-Membran
(313) übertragen wird.

3. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400) nach Anspruch 2, wo-
bei das Fluid ein Öl (717, 727) umfasst.

4. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die obere und die untere flexible Membran (403,
413) aus rostfreiem Stahl bestehen.

5. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei eine Verbindung zwischen der ersten Trage-
Struktur (301) und dem Halbleiterchip (310) un-
durchlässig für ein Fluid im Inneren der ersten Öff-
nung (307) der ersten Trage-Struktur (301) ist und
eine Verbindung zwischen der zweiten Trage-Struk-
tur (303) und dem Halbleiterchip (310) undurchlässig
für ein Fluid im Inneren der zweiten Öffnung (309)
der zweiten Trage-Struktur (303) ist.

6. Differenzdruck-Sensor (400) nach Anspruch 5, wo-
bei Verbindungen zwischen der ersten Trage-Struk-
tur (301) und dem oberen Gehäuse (401) sowie zwi-
schen der zweiten Trage-Struktur (303) und dem un-
teren Gehäuse (411) undurchlässig für ein Fluid im
Inneren der ersten Öffnung (307) in der ersten Tra-
ge-Struktur (301) sowie ein Fluid im Inneren der
zweiten Öffnung (309) in der zweiten Trage-Struktur
(303) sind.

7. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Differenzdruck-
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Sensors (400), das die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Bereitstellen eines Differenzdruck-Chips (300)
aus einem Halbleiterchip (310), der aufweist:

eine integrale Erfassungs-Membran (313),
die ein piezoresistives Element (365), das
auf der Erfassungs-Membran (313) ange-
ordnet ist, eine erste Trage-Struktur (301),
die an eine obere Fläche des Differenz-
druck-Chips (300) gebondet ist, wobei die
erste Trage-Struktur (301) eine Öffnung
(307) aufweist, die durch sie hindurch aus-
gebildet ist und die Öffnung (307) der ersten
Trage-Struktur (301) auf eine obere Fläche
der Erfassungs-Membran (313) ausgerich-
tet ist, sowie eine zweite Trage-Struktur
(303) enthält, die an eine untere Fläche des
Differenzdruck-Chips (310) gebondet ist,
wobei die zweite Trage-Struktur (303) eine
durch sie hindurch ausgebildete Öffnung
(309) aufweist und die Öffnung (309) der
zweiten Trage-Struktur (303) auf eine unte-
re Fläche der Erfassungs-Membran (313)
ausgerichtet ist;
Bereitstellen eines oberen Gehäuses (401)
an der oberen Fläche des Differenzdruck-
Chips (300), wobei das obere Gehäuse
(401) einen oberen Innenraum (405) bildet,
der in Fluidverbindung mit der Öffnung
(307) der ersten Trage-Struktur (301) steht,
und eine obere Wand des oberen Gehäu-
ses (401) durch eine flexible Membran
(403) gebildet wird; sowie
Bereitstellen eines unteren Gehäuses (411)
an der unteren Fläche des Differenzdruck-
Chips (300), wobei das untere Gehäuse ei-
nen unteren Innenraum (408) bildet, der in
Fluidverbindung mit der Öffnung (309) der
zweiten Trage-Struktur (303) steht, und ei-
ne untere Wand des unteren Gehäuses
durch eine flexible Membran (413) gebildet
wird;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Öff-
nung (307) und die zweite Öffnung (309) mit
Durchmessern versehen sind, die einem Durch-
messer der Erfassungs-Membran (313) ent-
sprechen.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, das des Weiteren die
folgenden Schritte umfasst:
Füllen des oberen und unteren Innenraums (405,
415) mit einem Fluid, wobei ein auf die obere und
die untere flexible Membran (403, 413) ausgeübter
Druck über das Fluid auf die Erfassungs-Membran
(313) ausgeübt wird.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Fluid ein Öl
umfasst.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei die erste und die
zweite flexible Membran (403, 413) aus rostfreiem
Stahl bestehen.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Verbindung
zwischen der ersten Trage-Struktur (301) und dem
Halbleiterchip (310) undurchlässig für ein in die Öff-
nung (307) der ersten Trage-Struktur (301) eingelei-
tetes Fluid ist; und
die Verbindung zwischen der zweiten Trage-Struktur
(303) und dem Halbleiterchip (310) undurchlässig
für ein in die Öffnung (309) der zweiten Trage-Struk-
tur (303) eingeleitetes Fluid ist.

Revendications

1. Capteur de pression différentielle (400)
comprenant :

une matrice de détection de pression différen-
tielle (300) comportant une matrice de semi-
conducteur (310) incluant un diaphragme de dé-
tection intégral (313), un élément piézorésistif
(365) défini sur le diaphragme de détection
(313), une première structure de support (301)
collée sur une surface de la matrice de semi-
conducteur (310), une première ouverture (307)
étant définie à travers la première structure de
support (301), qui expose ledit diaphragme de
détection (313) à travers la première ouverture
(307), et une deuxième structure de support
(303) collée sur une surface opposée de la ma-
trice de semi-conducteur (310), une deuxième
ouverture (309) étant définie à travers la deuxiè-
me structure de support (303), qui expose le
diaphragme de détection (313) à travers la
deuxième ouverture (309) ;
un boîtier supérieur (401), qui définit un volume
intérieur supérieur (405, 406) en communication
fluide avec ladite première ouverture (307) et
comportant un diaphragme flexible supérieur
(403) qui définit une paroi du volume intérieur
supérieur (405, 406) ;
un boîtier inférieur (411), qui définit un volume
intérieur inférieur (408, 415) en communication
fluide avec ladite deuxième ouverture (309) et
comportant un diaphragme flexible inférieur
(413) qui définit une paroi du volume intérieur
inférieur (408, 415) ; et
un circuit électrique (419) couplé à l’élément pié-
zorésistif (365) pour déterminer une pression
différentielle appliquée au diaphragme de dé-
tection (313), ledit circuit électrique (419) se
trouvant sur ladite matrice de semi-conducteur
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(310) à l’extérieur de ladite première structure
de support (301) et de ladite deuxième structure
de support (303), et audit volume intérieur su-
périeur (405, 406) et audit volume intérieur in-
férieur (408, 415),
caractérisé en ce que la première ouverture
(307) et la deuxième ouverture (309) ont un dia-
mètre qui correspond au diamètre du diaphrag-
me de détection (313).

2. Capteur de pression différentielle (400) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel les volumes intérieurs su-
périeur et inférieur (405, 415) sont remplis de fluide,
moyennant quoi la pression appliquée aux diaphrag-
mes supérieur et inférieur (403, 413) est transmise
par le fluide au diaphragme de détection (313).

3. Capteur de pression différentielle (400) selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel le fluide comprend une
huile (717, 727).

4. Capteur de pression différentielle (400) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel les diaphragmes flexibles
supérieur et inférieur (403, 413) sont en acier inoxy-
dable.

5. Capteur de pression différentielle (400) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel une liaison collée entre
la première structure de support (301) et la matrice
de semi-conducteur (310) est étanche à un fluide
dans la première ouverture (307) de la première
structure de support (301), et une liaison collée entre
la deuxième structure de support (303) et la matrice
de semi-conducteur (310) est étanche à un fluide
dans la deuxième ouverture (309) de la deuxième
structure de support (303).

6. Capteur de pression différentielle (400) selon la re-
vendication 5, dans lequel les liaisons collées entre
la première structure de support (301) et le boîtier
supérieur (401) et entre la deuxième structure de
support (303) et le boîtier inférieur (411) sont étan-
ches à un fluide dans la première ouverture (307) de
la première structure de support (301) et à un fluide
dans la deuxième ouverture (309) de la deuxième
structure de support (303).

7. Procédé de fabrication d’un capteur de pression dif-
férentielle (400) comprenant les étapes de :

fourniture d’une matrice de pression différentiel-
le (300) à partir d’une matrice de semi-conduc-
teur (310), comportant un diaphragme de détec-
tion intégral (313) qui inclut un élément piézo-
résistif (365) disposé sur le diaphragme de dé-
tection (313), une première structure de support
(301) collée à une surface supérieure de la ma-
trice de pression différentielle (300), une ouver-

ture (307) étant définie à travers la première
structure de support (301), l’ouverture (307) de
la première structure de support (301) étant ali-
gnée avec une surface supérieure du diaphrag-
me de détection (313), et une deuxième struc-
ture de support (301) collée à une surface infé-
rieure de la matrice de pression différentielle
(300), une ouverture (309) étant définie à travers
la deuxième structure de support (303), l’ouver-
ture (309) de la deuxième structure de support
(303) étant alignée avec une surface inférieure
du diaphragme de détection (313) ;
fourniture d’un boîtier supérieur (401) sur la sur-
face supérieure de la matrice de pression diffé-
rentielle (300), le boîtier supérieur (401) définis-
sant un volume intérieur supérieur (405) en com-
munication fluide avec l’ouverture (307) de la
première structure de support (301), dans lequel
une paroi supérieure du boîtier supérieur (401)
est définie par un diaphragme flexible (403) ; et
fourniture d’un boîtier inférieur (411) sur la sur-
face inférieure de la matrice de pression diffé-
rentielle (300), le boîtier inférieur définissant un
volume intérieur inférieur (408) en communica-
tion fluide avec l’ouverture (309) de la deuxième
structure de support (303), dans lequel une paroi
inférieure du boîtier inférieur est définie par un
diaphragme flexible (413) ;
caractérisé en ce que la première ouverture
(307) et la deuxième ouverture (309) présentent
un diamètre qui correspond au diamètre du
diaphragme de détection (313).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant en
outre l’étape suivante :
remplissage des volumes intérieurs supérieur et in-
férieur (405, 415) avec un fluide, moyennant quoi la
pression appliquée aux diaphragmes flexibles supé-
rieur et inférieur (403, 413) est appliquée par le fluide
au diaphragme de détection (313).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel ledit
fluide comprend une huile.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel lesdits
premier et deuxième diaphragmes flexibles (403,
413) sont en acier inoxydable.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
la liaison collée entre la première structure de sup-
port (301) et la matrice de semi-conducteur (310) est
étanche à un fluide introduit dans l’ouverture (307)
de la première structure de support (301) ; et
la liaison collée entre la deuxième structure de sup-
port (303) et la matrice de semi-conducteur (310) est
étanche à un fluide introduit dans l’ouverture (309)
de la deuxième structure de support (303).
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